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Why Sintons?

We have a wide range of business clients from PLCs to sole traders in 
various sectors. Between the members of our team, we have a wealth 
of experience of handling all types of disputes.

Particular specialisms include healthcare sector related disputes; 
those arising from trusts, estates or probate; and intellectual  
property disputes.

We offer transparency on costs, scoping and agreeing the steps we 
recommend with you before taking any action.

Early legal advice is essential so that our team can provide you with 
professional, practical and clear advice. If we can assist you in any way, 
please contact us at any time.
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•   Director, shareholder & 
partnership disputes

•  Commercial disputes

•  Insurance disputes

•  Banking & financial litigation

•  Will, trusts & estate disputes

•  Intellectual property disputes

•  Real Estate disputes

•  Housing disputes

•  Land disputes

How we can help youDisputes and disagreements are part of 

commercial life. They are, however, disruptive 

and costly, both in terms of time and money.

Our team has extensive experience in dealing 

with commercial disputes and can assist you  

to resolve the matter as effectively and quickly 

as possible.

We can advise you before you become 

involved in litigation or, if litigation is 

unavoidable, we will advise you on whether the 

dispute should be resolved through court 

proceedings or alternative dispute resolution, 

including mediation.
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Setting the standard for legal excellence

We keep a tight focus on achieving what the client wants from any dispute. 
We always maintain sight of both commercial and practical angles to achieve 
the best possible result.


